TACTICAL TEAM (SWAT) COURSE
COURSE:

Tactical Team Course (TTC/TIER I-CQB I)
5-9 March 2018/@ the ISOTF, Altha Fl/Hosted-presented by the TATSOR Group

PURPOSE: This course is designed for “entry level” personnel destined for
assignment to a tactical team, an entire “newly formed” tactical team with no or
limited previous tactical experience or personnel/team wishing to improve their
respective skills sets and covers the initial training of the members regarding
new/unique TTPs. Training will include but is not limited to: MMS-tactical
marksmanship with the handgun and submachine gun/carbine; Introduction to
tactical team equipment; Room combat/CQB (TIER I); Operator tactical medicine;
Personnel handling; Tactical law enforcement planning (LESO TLEDMP); Light-heavy
mechanical breaching. An integral part of the program curriculum also includes
progression style entry tactics (CQB) training to include the conduct of live fire CQB
operations in varied environments (normal, low light and reduced visibility).

PRE-REQUISITES: The TTC is performance-oriented training designed specifically
for the entry-level tactical team and its members. Attendees should be personnel
destined for or assigned as members of an operational tactical team/organization.
Each attendee must be proficient as per their respective departments patrol
rifle/sub-machinegun qualification policy and have their respective weapon battle
sight zeroed to them prior to attendance.
SPECIAL INFORMATION: The TTC is performance-oriented training conducted in a
high-risk environment. To successfully complete the course a student must progress
through increasingly difficult training. Testing will involve performance oriented
“hands-on” application of the skills learned. The TTC Program has numerous live fire
exercises, physical challenges, classroom lectures/conferences and graded
presentations. This program is Missouri P.O.S.T. approved (#1471) and is
pending TN P.O.S.T. approval.

CLASS SIZE/DURATION/TUITION: Maximum class size is 24. Duration is 5
days/60+ hours. Course cost is $350.00 per attendee and includes lodging on the
facility.
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SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS: TTC attendees require the following equipment at a
minimum:
ITEM
PATROL RIFLE OR SMG W/ MINIMUM 6 MAGAZINES
HG W/MINIMUM 4 MAGAZINES
CLASSROOM AND FIELD NOTEBOOKS
TACTICAL OFFICER EQUIPMENT PACKAGE
(AS PER ATTENDEES AGENCY SOP)
CLOTHING/FOOTWEAR APPROPRIATE TO SEASON
HANDGUN AMMUNITION
PATROL RIFLE/SMG AMMUNITION

QUANTITY
PER STUDENT
PER STUDENT
PER STUDENT
PER STUDENT
PER STUDENT
500 RDS PER STUDENT
600 RDS PER STUDENT

PRIMARY INSTRUCTOR:
John F. Sieh
Mr. Sieh’s experience includes 21 years in the U.S. Army (19 in Special Forces-Special
Operations) and 20 years as the Owner, Director and Master Trainer of a world-renowned
training and advisory company (The TATSOR Group) specializing in providing cutting
edge training to the military, law enforcement and corrections professional. Mr. Sieh’s
storied career includes assignment within Special Forces-Special Operations with two
Special Forces Groups, the John F. Kennedy Special Warfare Center and School as well as
several of the world’s most elite Counter Terrorism Units. His background in Special
Operations is second to none with extensive “real world” operational experience and the
ability to impart that knowledge to others. He is the developer of the TTC and provides
lead instruction for the program.
For further detailed BIO information visit (https://tatsorgroup.com/staff-cadre)
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CONTACT:
* For further TATSOR Group program/training information: https://tatsorgroup.com
* For registration information: Director@tatsorgroup.com---931.320.634
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